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Abstract
Keyword search plays a critical role for researchers in bioinformatics to retrieve structured, semi-structured, and unstructured 
data. In addition, in order to fully exploit the rich repository of biological databases, data mining has drawn increasing attention 
of researchers. An interesting issue is to examine the possible relationship between database keyword search (DB KWS) and in-
depth database exploration (or data mining) in the context of bioinformatics, and in particular, the potential contribution of DB
KWS for data mining.  However, so far there is no known systematic investigation on this relationship. In this paper, we provide 
a preliminary discussion on how we can take advantage of DB KWS for in-depth exploration of biological databases, and 
describe a case study on the association between genetic variants and diseases. The case study is motivated from the fact that the
advent of high throughput sequencing technologies have facilitated in generating a huge amount of genomic data. A wealth of 
genomic information in the form of publicly available databases is underutilized as a potential resource for uncovering
functionally relevant markers underlying complex human traits. The discovery of genetic associations is an important factor in 
the understanding of human illness to derive disease pathways and a plethora of other information such as the disease-gene
associations, the variants associated with the diseases etc. A database was curated of the genome wide association studies, and an 
algorithm inspired by DBXplorer was used to implement the keyword search over the database in JAVA. The case study further 
proposes ways to include the association rule mining as a data mining technique, which is useful for discovering interesting 
relationships hidden in large data sets, to further investigate the results of the keyword search when done with different yet
sensible combinations of disease and genes. We believe that such an integrated study to explore the potential of how 
bioinformatics can take advantage of both techniques in a single bioinformatics application would be a very interesting issue of 
both theoretical and practical importance.
Keywords: Keyword Search, Data Mining, Genome Wide Association Studies
1. Introduction
Traditionally in order to access information from structured databases, query languages are needed, such as using
relational algebra (RA) or Structured Query Language (SQL) to access data stored in relational databases (RDB).
However, since keyword search has been widely used in accessing semi-structured or unstructured data (as in XML
and Web search), a growing interest has been developed in database field to explore the feasibility of database
keyword search (DB KWS) [2,4,8]. A separate issue in recent database development is intelligent analysis (or data 
mining) of the data stored in the databases (or other forms of information resources). Both keyword search and data 
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mining are vital IT techniques in bioinformatics. Since so far there has been no well-known report of investing the 
potential benefit of DB KWS for in-depth biological database exploration, recently we have conducted our own 
research through a case study. 
The contribution of this paper is twofold. First, we provide a preliminary discussion on the relationship between 
DB KWS and database exploration, with a focus in bioinformatics. Second, we provide a case study to illustrate this 
connection. Since this case study goes through typical stages of database applications in bioinformatics, including 
database integration, database keyword search, and association studies between genetic variants and diseases, it 
exemplifies the general idea of how to use DB KWS to benefit database exploration in bioinformatics. 
The organization of this paper is as follows. In Section 2 we provide a discussion on the need for DB KWS in 
bioinformatics, as well as its potential for in-depth database exploration and data mining. In Section 3, we provide 
some related background information by reviewing several selected papers and describe the motivation and 
objective of our case study. In Section 4 we discuss the methodology of database integration and conducting 
keyword search on the integrated database. Extending the results obtained from keyword search, in Section 5, we 
further describe several efforts of conducting data mining tasks in the integrated database. We conclude our work in 
Section 6. 
2. DB KWS for in-depth exploration of biological databases 
appeared in bioinformatics context is quite liberal: It could be information storage of any form. For example, it may 
simply denote a data set in plain text file, but may also refer to an early biological database which was built using 
somewhat ad-hoc method, or a more contemporary database built using standard relational technique. In addition, a 
so-called biological database may not be a database at all (in IT sense), because it may contain textual information. 
The coming of XML files at the Internet age makes the storage of semi structured data necessary. Although all of 
these different forms of data storage play almost the same role to biologists and bioinformatics researchers, they 
require very different information technologies: for example, for accessing structured data, SQL queries are usually 
needed (as in the field of database management systems, or DBMS), while for searching Web pages or PubMed 
research papers, keyword search is usually conducted (as in the field of information retrieval, or IR). If keyword 
search can be supported in structured databases, just like Web search or document search, then it would offer a 
unified form of accessing data in very different form (including structured, semi structured and unstructured data), 
promoting the integrated use of biological data. This would free researchers and practitioners from worrying about 
the different forms of data; instead, from now on, , they can focus only on biological contents by using the unified 
approach of keyword search. 
to discovery of hidden knowledge patterns, while advanced search, although it requires more advanced technique, it 
is still search i
-obvious biological 
information using advanced IT techniques.
biologists, how about taking a look of potential connection between DB KWS and data mining, particularly in the 
area of bioinformatics?  This question motivates the research as reported in this paper. 
3. Motivation and objective of a case study 
Recently association studies and other exploration on genomes and other related issues in bioinformatics have 
received a lot of attention [1,3,6,7,9,10]. The advent of high throughput sequencing technologies have facilitated in 
generating a huge amount of genomic data. A wealth of genomic information in the form of publicly available 
databases is underutilized as a potential resource for uncovering functionally relevant markers underlying complex 
human traits. The genetic contributions to human common disorders and genetic models of disease are complex. In 
common human diseases, unlike classical Mendelian disorders, genetic factors generally have small effect sizes, are 
multifactorial, and are highly pleiotropic. The discovery of genetic associations is an important factor in the 
understanding of human illness to derive disease pathways. Identifying multiple interacting genetic mutations 
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associated with disease remains challenging in studying the etiology of complex diseases. The association studies 
between genetic variants and the diseases can lead us to interesting results which might be important for the cure of 
a disease.  
There are lots of publicly available databases which can be used for doing a study on the genome wide 
association study. The most crucial aspect of these databases is the vast knowledge that is hidden in the database and 
the extent to which we can extract meaningful relationships between attributes and entities from these databases. 
Genetic Association Database is one of the sources that have a surplus amount of data on the disease information 
and its genetic associations along with meaningful information on chromosomal locus based on the studies done so 
far. This project makes use of this database to explore it and obtain meaningful information out of it. The objective 
of this case study is to implement keyword search over an integrated database of genomic variants and their 
associations with phenotypes and diseases. Researchers in bioinformatics produce and publish enormous amounts of 
data describing everything from genomic information and pathways to drug descriptions, clinical trials, and diseases. 
These data are stored on many different databases accessible through Web sites, using idiosyncratic schemas and 
access mechanisms. The purpose of this project is to enable a researcher to browse and analyze the information 
stored in these diverse resources. The database would contain links to PubMed articles and can be searched by gene, 
disease, interacting factor, type of study design or analysis etc., or any combination of terms in these categories. The 
secondary objective of the project was to try and implement data mining tools to the result set of keyword search. 
Classification, Clustering and Association rule building are the three steps which can be performed on the result set 
of keyword search. After careful analysis of the data and the result sets of keyword search implementation, 
Association rule building was found to be the most apt data mining technique which can be used to further establish 
the strength of the relationships that are explored by using different yet sensible combinations of keyword search. In 
the analysis of the genetic association database, the association patterns may reveal interesting connections among 
the phenotypes, disease classes, genes, chromosome locations and genetic variants. Such information may further 
help the researchers to build upon the knowledge derived from these association rules to find cures for diseases or 
flag a gene or a chromosome region as the cause for a phenotype in general. 
4. Case study: Methodology of database integration and keyword search implementation  
4.1. Database integration 
The first step is the data collection. There are many databases that are publicly available which can be used to do 
the genome wide association studies, which are:  
 Genetic Association Database:  It is an archive of human genetic association studies of complex diseases and 
disorders. This includes summary data extracted from published papers in peer reviewed journals on candidate 
gene and GWAS studies. 
 The Database of Genomic Variants: It provides a useful catalogue of control data for studies aiming to correlate 
genomic variation with phenotypic data. 
 The Single Nucleotide Polymorphism database (dbSNP): It is a public-domain archive for a broad collection of 
simple genetic polymorphisms. This collection of polymorphisms includes single-base nucleotide substitutions 
(also known as single nucleotide polymorphisms or SNPs), small-scale multi-base deletions or insertions (also 
called deletion insertion polymorphisms or DIPs), and retroposable element insertions and microsatellite repeat 
variations (also called short tandem repeats or STRs).  
 
The three database can be integrated together to form a relational database which would need enrichment to only 
keep the meaningful data in which the relationship among entities are well defined for the keyword search to be 
implemented. To curate the database with meaningful information, important attributes were first chosen from the 
three databases and a schema was designed in a way such that the database had prominent primary key  foreign key 
relationships. The database was setup in MySQL client version: mysqlnd 5.0.8-dev  20102224. The details of the 
database are shown in Table 1. 
Table 1.  Description of the integrated database 
 Table Rows Size Description 
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Associnfo 26,148 2.4MiB Contains the genetic association information from the genetic association database. 
Geneinfo 5,467 562.1 KiB Contains all the information related to Genes and their locus in the genome. 
Studyinfo 13,898 5.7 MiB Contains the information about the research source from where the association details were taken. 
Varinfo 4,628 235.5 KiB Contains the information about genetic variants associated with the genes and diseases. 
Pubcol 13,726 761.7 KiB Symbol table that contains the keywords and the name of table and column in which they are present. 
4.2. Keyword search in integrated database 
Current commercial solutions to keyword search for relational databases are not sufficient. A typical solution is 
to build a set of query templates that map keyword search to full-text matching within one or more attributes. One 
example of keyword search for the database we build could be doing the search on the database with the keyword 
which can reveal all the SNPs associated with the gene, the diseases related with the gene. Once we have that data 
and Phenotypes (Diseases).  
DBXplorer was used to take inspiration for implementing the keyword search for the curated database. The 
reason for choosing DBXplorer is the use of symbol tables for indexing purposes as the curated database has 
attributes which can be easily formed into tuples and used in the symbol table. The search component of DBXplorer 
bears resemblance to work on universal relations, where a database is viewed as a single universal relation for 
querying purposes, thus hiding the complexity of schema normalization. The challenge in the universal relation 
approach is to map a selection query over the universal relation to a SQL query over the normalized schema. And 
the universal relation approach is also important for the bigger research question here which is to establish 
relationships between genetic variants, genes and disea
along with the table and column information for each of them.  
The input to the system would be a keyword or a set of keywords and the system first searches the symbol table 
within a selected database. For each keyword, the system returns a list of table and column pairs where the keyword 
occurs. The system also enumerates a list of subsets of tables (join trees) such that the relation obtained by joining 
these tables may yield rows containing all keywords. The output to the keyword search explores each table and 
outputs all the information related to the keyword. The system should respond by presenting a ranked list of the final 
matching rows however in this project, the ranking part could not be implemented.  
4.3. Keyword search results 
The output of the implementation is shown in Fig. 1 below -
smoking is a phenotype which comes under the disease class Cancer, so first all the information related to the broad 
uding the study information. The output shows the information from the 
association table and further explores the study information table to get the details about the keyword and study 
done on it.  
displays the results for the information related to gene 
- iants associated with the gene, as shown 
in Fig. 1. 
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Fig. 1. System explores all the table relationships and outputs the data related to keyword 
 
5. Case study: From DB KWS to database exploration 
 From the result set of keyword search we can try and implement Data mining tools (Classification / Association 
/ Clustering). By using either of the data mining tool we can establish relationships between the results using which 
we can analyze the mining results to find relationships among genetic variants and/or diseases. Below we describe 
several aspects of data mining aspects can be explored.  
5.1. Association rule mining 
The analysis of the result set generated by the system upon using the combinations of keywords, we observe that 
the most suitable data mining technique that can be used for getting out further meaningful information is 
Association Rule Mining. There are two key issues however that first need to be addressed when applying 
association analysis to our result set. First, discovering patterns from a large result set with phenotype- 
gene/phenotype-variant/gene-variant relationships can be computationally expensive. Second, some of the 
discovered patters are potentially spurious because they happen simply by chance.  
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     An association rule is an implication expression of the form X Y, where X and Y are disjoint item sets. The 
strength of an association can be measured in terms of its support and confidence. Support determines how often a 
rule is applicable to a given data set; while confidence determines how frequently items in Y appear in the result set 
that contain X.  
For the genome wide association study done on phenotypes (diseases) and genetic variants, support is an important 
measure because a rule that has very low confidence may occur simply by chance. A low support rule is also likely 
to be uninteresting however for phenotypes and diseases it usually is not as it may describe the exciting analysis of a 
small population which might be said to be a characteristic of that population.  
     Confidence, on the other hand, measures the reliability of the inference made by the rule. For a given rule X Y, 
the higher the confidence, the more likely it is for Y to be present in the result set that contain X. Confidence also 
provides an estimate of the conditional probability of Y given X.  
     Association analysis results should be interpreted with caution. The inference made by an association rule does 
not necessarily imply causality. Instead, it suggests a strong co-occurrence relationship between attributes in the 
antecedent and the consequent of the rule. Causality, on the other hand, requires extensive domain knowledge about 
the causal and effect attributes in the data and typically involves relationships occurring over time.  
So, for example we can have a confidence and support mea
Once we have the result set, we can calculate the confidence and support score for the two keywords and reach to an 
criticality that the gene has on the disease.  
To test our hypothesis, we built the association rules with the tuples based on the disease class Cancer, and were 
able to obtain some interesting results which are shown in Table 2. There were 455 instances of 3 attributes that 
were used as an input in the tuple: Broad Phenotype, Gene, Chromosome number to build the association rules 
 
Table 2. Important results from the association rules show the relationship between Phenotypes/Diseases, Chromosomes 
and Genes 
Association Rule Accuracy 
Broad Phenotype=Lung cancer ; Chromosome=15.0  Association=Y 98.67% 
Broad Phenotype=Prostate cancer; Chromosome=8.0   Association=Y 98.32% 
Broad Phenotype=Prostate cancer; Chromosome=17.0   Association=Y  97.07% 
Broad Phenotype=Prostate cancer; Chromosome=11.0   Association=Y 96.07% 
Broad Phenotype=Colorectal Cancer; Gene=SMAD7   Association=Y  90.70% 
Broad Phenotype=Breast cancer; Gene=FGFR2   Association=Y Chromosome=10.0 90.70% 
Broad Phenotype=Lung cancer; Gene=CLPTM1L   Association=Y Chromosome=5.0 90.70% 
 
The rules shown in Table 2 predict the accuracy of the associations formed by the attributes. For example, the 
accuracy of the association between Lung cancer and chromosome 15 is 98.67% which means that the genes and 
single nucleotide variants found on chromosome 15 which are linked with lung cancer, are strong candidates for 
being causative of the disease.  Similarly, the accuracy of the gene SMAD7 being a causative for Colorectal Cancer 
is 90.7%. 
5.2. Cluster analysis 
     Another approach that we may use in the data mining task from the result set generated is do clustering based on 
specific knowledge driven keywords. That however is not a generic approach and would only work in a few cases. 
In another experiment, we used the tool Cytoscape for building clusters from the tuples generated using the 
cancer
The graph generated when clustered based on the associations showed some interesting results which throws light 
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on the p . The discussion on this part still remains 
to be explored and it has the potential to reveal exciting information. In Figure 2, the nodes are clustered on the basis 
of the no of associations they have with the genetic variants. The big yellow nodes are phenotypes explored from the 
 
6. Conclusion 
     Keyword search along with data mining is an interesting concept which has not been tested so far however in 
theory it offers a lot of value. In this paper, starting from a general discussion on the connection between these two, 
we further provided a case study with an implementation of keyword search shows the impact of result sets 
generated from it and if used on a good data set, the results can lead to exciting discoveries in the data patterns 
which when combined with the domain knowledge and data mining tools can give us a lot more knowledge than a 
regular database can. A database of genetic variants was put to test the keyword search and data mining tasks, and 
without even the domain knowledge one can clearly suggest the pattern exhibited by the results. A more thorough 
experiment with expert domain knowledge in the genome wide association studies is thus required for generating 
even better results. 
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